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	Self-Constitution: Agency, Identity, and Integrity, 9780199552801 (0199552800), Oxford University Press, 2009
Christine M. Korsgaard presents an account of the foundation of practical reason and moral obligation. Moral philosophy aspires to understand the fact that human actions, unlike the actions of the other animals, can be morally good or bad, right or wrong. Few moral philosophers, however, have exploited the idea that actions might be morally good or bad in virtue of being good or bad of their kind - good or bad as actions. Just as we need to know that it is the function of the heart to pump blood to know that a good heart is one that pumps blood successfully, so we need to know what the function of an action is in order to know what counts as a good or bad action. Drawing on the work of Plato, Aristotle, and Kant, Korsgaard proposes that the function of an action is to constitute the agency and therefore the identity of the person who does it. As rational beings, we are aware of, and therefore in control of, the principles that govern our actions. A good action is one that constitutes its agent as the autonomous and efficacious cause of her own movements. These properties correspond, respectively, to Kant's two imperatives of practical reason. Conformity to the categorical imperative renders us autonomous, and conformity to the hypothetical imperative renders us efficacious. And in determining what effects we will have in the world, we are at the same time determining our own identities. Korsgaard develops a theory of action and of interaction, and of the form interaction must take if we are to have the integrity that, she argues, is essential for agency. On the basis of that theory, she argues that only morally good action can serve the function of action, which is self-constitution.    

       About the Author
   
 Christine M. Korsgaard earned her B.A. at the University of Illinois in 1974, her Ph.D. at Harvard University, where she studied with John Rawls, in 1981, and an LHD at the University of Illinois in 2004. She is currently Arthur Kingsley Porter Professor of Philosophy at Harvard University. She works on moral philosophy and its history, practical reason, agency, personal identity, and the relations between human beings and the other animals.
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Java Programming for Android Developers For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Get started creating Android apps with Java in no time!


	The demand for Android apps is not slowing down but many mobile developers who want to create Android apps lack the necessary Java background. This beginner guide gets you up and running with using Java to create Android apps with no prior knowledge or experienced...


		

The Neurobiological Basis of Suicide (Frontiers in Neuroscience)CRC Press, 2012

	With recent studies using genetic, epigenetic, and other molecular and neurochemical approaches, a new era has begun in understanding pathophysiology of suicide. Emerging evidence suggests that neurobiological factors are not only critical in providing potential risk factors but also provide a promising approach to develop more effective...


		

The BIOS Companion: The book that doesn't come with your motherboard!BookSurge Publishing, 2004
The instructions that turn a PC into a useful machine come in three stages, starting with application programs, which are loaded by an operating system, which in turn is loaded by a bootstrap loader in the BIOS (the Basic Input/Output System). There are several in a PC, a good example being the one on the video card that controls the interface...




	

Hybrid Architectures for Intelligent SystemsCRC Press, 1992
The interaction between Fuzzy Set theory and Neural Network theory is  multi-faceted and occurs at many different levels. The connection between these  two concepts occurs both in the framework of real and artificial neural systems.  

The brain is not just a collection of neurons grouped together at some part  of the animal’s body,...


		

Visual Teams: Graphic Tools for Commitment, Innovation, and High PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Graphic tools and visual solutions for team building and development


	Visual Teams uses visual tools and methods to help teams—both face-to-face and virtual—reach high performance in today's work environment. As teams become more and more global and distributed, visualization provides an important...


		

C# 6.0 Pocket Reference: Instant Help for C# 6.0 ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2015

	
		When you need answers for programming with C# 6.0, this practical and tightly focused book tells you exactly what you need to know—without long introductions or bloated samples. Easy to browse, it’s ideal as a quick reference or as a guide to get you rapidly up to speed if you already know Java, C++, or an earlier version...
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